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A note on statistics

The book contains a number of tables and graphs of sugar production. For ease of comparison, I have converted to metric tons all units of weight—Spanish *arrobas* and Portuguese *arrôbas* (very different measures), French *livres*, English tons, Dutch East Indian *pikols* and Singapore *piculs* (slightly different measures)—using the equivalents given by McCusker (1973: 621) and Furnivall (1939: xxiii). One metric ton equals 86.9 Spanish *arrobas*, 68.1 Portuguese *arrôbas*, 2,043 French *livres*, 0.984 English tons, 16.19 Dutch East Indian *pikols* and 16.53 Singapore *piculs*.

Many authors still turn to Noel Deerr (1949–50) for figures on the annual exports of the various sugar colonies. Unfortunately, Deerr frequently fails to mention his sources of information, although, given that he was writing in England, he no doubt found his data on the sugar trade of the English colonies in the Public Record Office. I have used statistics compiled by more recent scholars and have relied on Deerr when he is the only source.